TOP VIEW OF PLAYFIELD

TOP NINE SWITCHES OPERATE SHOT TRIP RELAY

TRIPS 20 IF PUCK HITS ADJACENT SWITCH SIMULTANEOUSLY.

TRIPS 20 IF PUCK HITS ADJACENT SWITCH SIMULTANEOUSLY.

TRIPS 4 WHEN 7 OR 10 IS DOWN
TRIPS 4 WHEN 7 OR 10 IS DOWN

3-9 2-8
4 6

4-7-8
4-7-8

INOPERATIVE AFTER 4 IS DOWN, EXCEPT LEFT SWITCH OPERATES 7.

INOPERATIVE AFTER 6 IS DOWN, EXCEPT RIGHT SWITCH OPERATES 10.

ALSO 4 AND 6 WHEN 2-8 IS UP AND 1 IS DOWN.

AND 4 WHEN 3-9 IS UP AND 1 AND 2-8 ARE DOWN.

EXPLANATION

1 PANEL SWITCH NUMBER

1-5 Refers to relays tripped.

DOWN = Means relay is tripped.

UP = Means relay is latched.

THESE SWITCHES OPERATE ONLY WHEN PUCK HITS THESE SWITCHES AND ADJACENT SWITCH SIMULTANEOUSLY.

PLAYFIELD SWITCH DIAGRAM